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Introduction 

Organic sol-gel chemistry can create porous polymeric materials 
(xerogels) useful for tissue engineering (TE).  Most sol-gel methods produce 
porous silica or silica composites (1).  Polymer networks offer attractive 
properties for TE, from wide ranging properties available by tuning the 
chemistry of the polymer backbone to many ways to decorate and alter the 
surface.  Porosity is a key requirement for TE scaffolds as reviewed in detail 
by Karageorgiou and Kaplan (2) and is achievable with a variety of methods 
(3). We describe a data-driven solvent selection method to create porous 
xerogels via the sol-gel approach.  The method is based on equilibrium 
swelling and extractable fraction data for the (dense) polymers of interest. 

Sol-gel polymerization may create porous bodies when a solvent 
dissolves the reactants but phase-separates from the polymer product.  In 
contrast, a lack of phase-separation during the sol-gel process tends to yield a 
fully dense product following conventional drying.  The method for choosing 
solvents may be explained using the Hansen solubility parameters and the 
shift that occurs in solubility space as the prepolymers are converted to a 
polymer network.  Any solvent or polymer can be located in Hansen solubility 
space by its three Hansen solubility parameters: polar, dispersive (London 
forces), and hydrogen bonding (H-bond).  The closer a solvent and polymer 
are in Hansen solubility space, the more likely the two will be compatible. 

The choice of solvents determined by solvent swelling and extraction of 
dense polymer gels produced the most reliable predictions of porous gels.  
Direct measurements of prepolymer and network interaction with each solvent 
were analyzed ratiometrically and graphically to predict the solvent(s) most 
appropriate for the generation of porous bodies via the sol-gel technique. 
 
Experimental 

Materials.  A broad spectrum of solvents was used that spanned the 
Hansen solubility space and dissolved the prepolymers used: acetonitrile, 
acetone, butanone, ethyl, butyl & methyl acetates, chloroform, cyclohexane, 
dioxane, dichloromethane, n-hexane, n-pentane, methylcyclohexane, 
methylene chloride, methyl t-butyl ether, tetrahydrofuran and toluene (Sigma-
Aldrich). Only extra dry or urethane grade solvents were used, and kept dry 
with molecular sieves and / or purging with dry nitrogen.  

Two copolyurethane systems were investigated: 1) A one to one 
stochiometric ratio of poly(tetramethylene glycol) (PTMEG, ~1000 Mw) and a 
polycaprolactone diol (PCL, ~1250 Mn) reacted with a solution of tris(p-
isocyantophenyl) thiophosphate in ethyl acetate (Desmodur RFE, Bayer) 
2) A mixture of castor oil (CO) (reagent grade, Sigma-Aldrich) and a 3000 Mn 
polycaprolactone diol (PCL) (Sigma-Aldrich) (33% of total OH from CO) 
reacted with a stochiometric amount of hexamethyldiisocyanate trimer 
(HMDIt) (Desmodur N3300A, Bayer). Each contained sufficient triethylamine 
(TEA) and dibutyltindilaurate (DBTDL) catalysts to allow for a gelation time 
of several hours. 

Instrumentation.  Sample xerogels were characterized by mercury 
porosimetry using a Quantachrome Instruments Poremaster 33. SEM 
micrographs were taken at 2.0 kV of samples sputtered with gold, using a 
JEOL JSM-1401F FE-SEM. 

Sol-gel polymerization.  Prepolymer(s) and catalyst(s) were dissolved 
in a clean glass vial, while isocyanate was dissolved in a polypropylene vial.  
The two solutions, both in the same solvent, were combined in the 
polypropylene vial to give the desired components ratios and 20% (w/v) total 
solids.  The mixture was gelled at room temperature in the  polypropylene vial 
or in a polypropylene 96-well plate when small pellets were desired. 
Following polymerization, the solvent was removed via evaporation of the 
majority of the solvent in a fume hood over several days followed by vacuum 
drying in a vacuum oven. 

Polymer swelling and extraction.  Non-porous polyurethane samples 
underwent equilibrium swelling and extractable fraction measurements.  Using 

ASTM D2765 test method C as a basis. Fully dry ~100 mg pellets of sample 
material were immersed in ~20 mL of solvent in a sealed glass vial.  The 
samples were weighed, after surface solvent was blotted off, every 1-2 days 
until equilibrium swelling was reached (three consecutive readings within 
1%).  The samples were then vacuum-dried to determine their mass less any 
extractables.  Solvents were ranked, for each polymer, by swelling [percentage 
volume increase due to solvent uptake] and extractables [percentage of mass 
extracted during swelling].  In particular, solvents were ranked in descending 
order with respect to both swelling and extractables, with the difference in the 
numeric ranking (extractables rank minus swelling rank) used to select a 
solvent giving high extractables but low swelling. 
 
Results 

Many polymer-based gels formed via the sol-gel process produce non-
porous solids.  These samples allow the relevant characteristics of the polymer 
to be tested (here, equilibrium solvent uptake and extractable fraction).  Gel 
appearance is also an important metric, with high levels of opacity indicating 
good phase-separation and the chance to form a porous body. 
 

 
Figure 1.  Search results (colors) of sol-gel polymerization of the 
PTMEG/PCL polyurethane vs. Hansen solubility parameters (δd, δp, δh).of the 
solvent leading to an opaque gel that dried to a porous xerogel. 
 

The PTMEG/PCL system search for porous gels was initiated by making 
gels using a wide variety of solvents and evaluating their ability to transmit 
light.  A map of the gel results into the Hansen solubility space (see Error! 
Reference source not found.) shows the scatter of the search through a 
wide variety of solvents and the narrowness of the success space.  The trial 
and error search guided by the ability of the solvogels to transmit light 
resulted in a solvent mixture of cyclohexane and butyl acetate producing a 
porous PTMEG/PCL gel.  This positive result was used to test the swelling 
and extraction method, which then pointed to another potential solvent, 
acetonitrile.  Acetonitrile was well ranked even though it is in a very different 
part of the three dimensional solubility space.  The two successful 
solvents/mixtures are represented by the green points in Error! Reference 
source not found.. The solvent mixture of cyclohexane and butyl acetate 
that produced a porous gel is at the solubility space coordinates of polarity δp 
of about two, dispersive coefficient, δd of 16.5 and H-bonding coefficient, δh 
of about 3.  This contrasts with the porous xerogel produced in acetonitrile, 
where the Hansen parameters consist of a polar component, δp of about 15.5, a 
dispersive component, δd of 3 and an H-bonding component, δh of about 6.  
That these two different sections of solubility space both create a porous 
xerogel demonstrates that there are many paths to follow in the sol-gel space 
that lead from miscible reactants to insoluble product.  It also demonstrates 
that when limited solubility is all that is needed, solvents with very different 
Hansen parameters may nevertheless support sufficient solubility of 
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prepolymers to allow for successful sol-gel chemistry. 
The solvents, which were successful at making porous xerogels, have a 

combination of low (~5%), but not zero extraction, and significant swelling 
(~200%).  Graphing the solvents in terms of the amount of swelling and 
extractables they induce in a fully dense PTMEG/PCL xerogel produces 
Figure 2 and places the two successful solvents, acetonitrile and 
cyclohexane/butyl acetate (CH/BuAc), close to each other in contrast to their 
positions in Hansen solubility parameter space in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 2.  Extraction % vs. Swelling % of PTMEG/PCL in various solvents 
allowing choice of solvent with more extraction and less swelling 
 

 
Figure 3.  Comparison of solvent rankings using swelling and extraction for 
33%CO/PCL. Ratio rank plotted in rank comparison order. 
 

The swelling and extraction method was then applied to the second 
polymer system (CO/PCL). The ratio analysis in Figure 3 implies that n-
pentane, cyclohexane and methyl cyclohexane would produce porous xerogels 
of 33%CO/PCL, but they did not.  This is because this approach does not 
account for the minimum solubility needed to dissolve the reactants.  To better 
evaluate these solvents, they are plotted in Figure 4 in the same fashion as in 
Figure 2, in terms of swelling and extractable fractions observed with the 
solvent in question in a fully dense CO/PCL xerogel. The solvents with the 
desirable combination of high extraction and low swelling appear closest to 
the upper left quadrant, with acetonitrile again indicated as potentially useful, 
as borne out by subsequent experiment. 

Mercury intrusion porosimetry confirmed that the fully interconnected 
open cell porosity of the CO/PCL system formed in acetonitrile is well 
matched to the needs of fibroblast cells, and that batch-to-batch variations in 
pore structure are minimal. After autoclaving the internal surface area of the 

porous CO/PCL sample was 7 x 10-4 m2/g at d ≥ 50 µm and the volume 
median pore diameter shrank from ~ 11 µm to ~5 µm. 

 
Figure 4.  Solvents of 33% CO/PCL plotted at extraction % plotted by 
corresponding Swelling % of allowing evaluation of solvents with more 
extraction and less swelling. SEM micrograph of acetonitrile porous gel. 
 
Discussion 

The three Hansen parameters that describe the solubility of a prepolymer 
are an amalgam of the solubility of the reactive end groups and the main 
chain.  The main chains are not altered by the polymerization process, but the 
end groups are, driving shifts in solubility space and subsequent phase 
separation. Using logical approaches to identify areas of solubility space 
amenable to producing porous xerogels with appropriate pore sizes for 
infiltration by cells, two solvents with very different Hansen parameters were 
identified and both produced porous results. 

Visual observations noted in 3D Hansen solubility space were identified 
as one means of indirectly identifying solvents potentially able to produce 
porous xerogels.  In contrast, the swelling and extractables method directly 
tests the interaction of the solvent with the prepolymers (i.e. the extractable 
component) and the network.  Ranking based on a ratio of the two was 
attempted as a means of identifying appropriate solvents, but graphs of 
swelling and extractables results were more effective in identifying solvents 
with the needed combination of high compatibility with the prepolymers (high 
extractables) but low compatibility with the final network (minimal swelling).  
Future work could benefit from a more independent measure of the solubility 
of each reactant in each solvent. 
 
Conclusions 

Porous polyurethane xerogels have been created via sol-gel 
polymerization.  Porosity arose from proper solvent selection, made via two 
distinct methods.  In the first approach, regions of (solvent) solubility 
parameter space favoring the formation of porous xerogels were identified.  In 
the second, swelling and extractables measurements on non-porous polymers 
guided the process, with an optimal solvent producing minimal swelling and 
significant extractables.  This method of controlling organic sol-gel chemistry 
holds promise due to the technique’s ability to prepare materials with fully 
open and interconnected pore networks in a range of compositions appropriate 
for TE. Future reports will focus on compositional variations, 
thermomechanical properties, biocompatibility and degradation in support of 
biomedical applications. 
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